Online Training Programme on Foresight and Scenario Planning for Efficient Resources Management
during 14-15 Oct 2020, 2.30 to 5.00 PM

INTRODUCTION:
Future leaders talk about disruption as the new order of the world, and there is no absence of strategic insight but there is an absence of capabilities to make a better decision. The COVID-19 pandemic has forced Government and private organizations to think alternatively, as what we thought in the past not necessarily will do in the future with the market economy. To foresee the alternative, initiate actions, strategies to achieve success, are crucial in disruptive economies to build innovative sustainable capabilities. Hence, this course illustrates the foremost points to create a future for the desired objectives. It would be useful for decision-makers to understand innovation, sustainable strategy to solve complex dilemmas, allows participants to generate new ideas and knowledge about scenario planning for efficient resource management.

FOCUS:
To build the skill and capability of using foresight as a practical tool in designing policies and future strategies that exploit innovations and technologies for the benefit of government, institution, NGOs and companies in transition or developing economy.

LEARNING APPROACH & METHODOLOGY
Interactive live session on CISCO-WebEx for teaching, presentation discussion and Q&A session. The study material/templates will be shared through an email/google document. The sessions would be expert-led, participant-centered conceptual deliberations, hand-on training, real case studies, group exercises, and offline text

COVERAGE:
The e-learning certificate training is divided into 5 modules, that would help in developed skill in innovation, foresight, and scenario planning for resource management:
- Understanding the context of Innovation & Foresight, Terminology Concept, and why it is important in organizational as well other perspectives.
- Scenario planning Learning and Practice for resource management.
- Set of case studies and will be dedicated to practice –applying scenario.

OBJECTIVE
The program would develop expertise in technology foresight or similar approaches for exploring innovations, technologies, and strategies for the various players.
- Applying Innovation and Foresight Approach
- Application of Scenario Planning for resource planning
- Creating skills in practical scenario tools, techniques, methods, and engagement strategies.
- Deployment of scenario thinking as a counterpart to strategy, and other planning activities within the organization or outside
PARTICIPANTS PROFILE:
The program developed skillset to build the capabilities among middle and senior-level government, PSU, R&D Institutions, Educational Institute & Research Organisation, Banks, Autonomous Institutions, Policy think-tank, international organization, technologies companies decision-makers to prepare for the future for coming years.

PARTICIPANTS
The total number of approximately 25 participants from the different organizations are targeted, (a maximum of one to five, preferably one or two from the organization.
The selection of participants will be based on a first-come basis.

SPEAKERS:
The speakers from subject matter specialists from academic policy, government, and sector specific experts.

TIME & MODE
The training course will be delivered online from 14-15 October 2020 14.30 -17.00 IST (on-line), and 30 hr offline.
Alternative registration can be done for the programme for 15-16 Dec, 2020

PARTICIPATION FEES:
Fee: -Rs. 3100/- +18% GST Total -INR -3658
For International Participant - USD-50

ENQUIRIES:
All Nominations along with participant’s details-name, designation, organisation, contact address, email, phone/mobile no., residential/non-residential, along with DD/Cheque/ECS details towards participation fee along with GST No. should reach NPC Jaipur latest by Oct 12, 2020, 17.00 hrs.

Dr. Bajrang Lal (Ph.D. Science Policy)
Programme Director
National Productivity Council
SB-96, JLN Marg, Bapu Nagar, Jaipur - 004
Phone: 0141-2702935, 2703573, +918447469855,
Email: bajrang.lal@npcindia.gov.in

Regional Director
National Productivity Council
SB-96, JLN Marg, Bapu Nagar, Jaipur - 302004
Phone and Fax: 0141-2702935, 2703573
Email jaipur@npcindia.gov.in,